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1: Marks of Methodism : Dennis M Campbell :
The title of this volume is as old as the Wesleyan movement and apt for the very latest Methodist theological
self-designation. Marks of Methodism points back to John Wesley himself and to his efforts to define the movement.

SINCE the name first came abroad into the world, many have been at a loss to know what a Methodist is; what
are the principles and the practice of those who are commonly called by that name; and what the
distinguishing marks of this sect, "which is everywhere spoken against. And it being generally believed, that I
was able to give the clearest account of these things, as having been one of the first to whom that name was
given, and the person by whom the rest were supposed to be directed, I have been called upon, in all manner
of ways, and with the utmost earnestness, so to do. I yield at last to the continued importunity both of friends
and enemies; and do now give the clearest account I can, in the presence of the Lord and Judge of heaven and
earth, of the principles and practice whereby those who are called Methodists are distinguished from other
men. I say those who are called Methodists; for, let it be well observed, that this is not a name which they take
to themselves, but one fixed upon them by way of reproach, without their approbation or consent. It was first
given to three or four young men at Oxford, by a student of Christ Church; either in allusion to the ancient sect
of Physicians so called, from their teaching, that almost all diseases might be cured by a specific method of
diet and exercise, or from their observing a more regular method of study and behaviour than was usual with
those of their age and station. I should rejoice so little ambitious am I to be at the head of any sect or party if
the very name might never be mentioned more, but be buried in eternal oblivion. But if that cannot be, at least
let those who will use it, know the meaning of the word they use. Let us not always be fighting in the dark.
Come, and let us look one another in the face. And perhaps some of you who hate what I am called, may love
what I am by the grace of God; or rather, what "I follow after, if that I may apprehend that for which also I am
apprehended of Christ Jesus. THE distinguishing marks of a Methodist are not his opinions of any sort. His
assenting to this or that scheme of religion, his embracing any particular set of notions, his espousing the
judgment of one man or of another, are all quite wide of the point. Whosoever, therefore, imagines that a
Methodist is a man of such or such an opinion, is grossly ignorant of the whole affair; he mistakes the truth
totally. We believe, indeed, that "all Scripture is given by the inspiration of God;" and herein we are
distinguished from Jews, Turks, and Infidels. We believe the written word of God to be the only and sufficient
rule both of Christian faith and practice; and herein we are fundamentally distinguished from those of the
Romish Church. We believe Christ to be the eternal, supreme God; and herein we are distinguished from the
Socinians and Arians. But as to all opinions which do not strike at the root of Christianity, we think and let
think. So that whatsoever they are, whether right or wrong, they are no distinguishing marks of a Methodist.
Neither are words or phrases of any sort. We do not place our religion, or any part of it, in being attached to
any peculiar mode of speaking, any quaint or uncommon set of expressions. The most obvious, easy, common
words, wherein our meaning can be conveyed, we prefer before others, both on ordinary occasions, and when
we speak of the things of God. We never, therefore, willingly or designedly, deviate from the most usual way
of speaking; unless when we express scripture truths in scripture words, which, we presume, no Christian will
condemn. Neither do we affect to use any particular expressions of Scripture more frequently than others,
unless they are such as are more frequently used by the inspired writers themselves. So that it is as gross an
error, to place the marks of a Methodist in his words, as in opinions of any sort. Nor do we desire to be
distinguished by actions, customs, or usages, of an indifferent nature. Our religion does not lie in doing what
God has not enjoined, or abstaining from what he hath not forbidden. It does not lie in the form of our apparel,
in the posture of our body, or the covering of our heads; nor yet in abstaining from marriage, or from meats
and drinks, which are all good if received with thanksgiving. Therefore, neither will any man, who knows
whereof he affirms, fix the mark of a Methodist here, -- in any actions or customs purely indifferent,
undetermined by the word of God. Nor, lastly, is he distinguished by laying the whole stress of religion on any
single part of it. By salvation he means holiness of heart and life. And this he affirms to spring from true faith
alone. Can even a nominal Christian deny it? Is this placing a part of religion for the whole? Yea, we establish
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the law. No, not in all of them together; wherein we know by experience a man may labour many years, and at
the end have no religion at all, no more than he had at the beginning. Much less in any one of these; or, it may
be, in a scrap of one of them: Like her who fancies herself a virtuous woman, only because she is not a
prostitute; or him who dreams he is an honest man, merely because he does not rob or steal. May the Lord
God of my fathers preserve me from such a poor, starved religion as this! Who is a Methodist, according to
your own account? A Methodist is one who has "the love of God shed abroad in his heart by the Holy Ghost
given unto him;" one who "loves the Lord his God with all his heart, and with all his soul, and with all his
mind, and with all his strength. God is the joy of his heart, and the desire of his soul; which is constantly
crying out, "Whom have I in heaven but thee? My God and my all! Thou art the strength of my heart, and my
portion for ever! He is therefore happy in God, yea, always happy, as having in him "a well of water springing
up into everlasting life," and overflowing his soul with peace and joy. And he who hath this hope, thus "full of
immortality, in everything giveth thanks;" as knowing that this whatsoever it is "is the will of God in Christ
Jesus concerning him. Everywhere and in all things he is instructed both to be full and to be hungry, both to
abound and suffer need. He is therefore "careful" anxiously or uneasily "for nothing;" as having "cast all his
care on Him that careth for him," and "in all things" resting on him, after "making his request known to him
with thanksgiving. For indeed he "prays without ceasing. Neither is he always on his knees, although he often
is, or on his face, before the Lord his God. Nor yet is he always crying aloud to God, or calling upon him in
words: For many times "the Spirit maketh intercession for him with groans that cannot be uttered. But his
heart is ever lifted up to God, at all times and in all places. In this he is never hindered, much less interrupted,
by any person or thing. In retirement or company, in leisure, business, or conversation, his heart is ever with
the Lord. Whether he lie down or rise up, God is in all his thoughts; he walks with God continually, having the
loving eye of his mind still fixed upon him, and everywhere "seeing Him that is invisible. And while he thus
always exercises his love to God, by praying without ceasing, rejoicing evermore, and in everything giving
thanks, this commandment is written in his heart, "That he who loveth God, love his brother also. His heart is
full of love to all mankind, to every child of "the Father of the spirits of all flesh. For he "loves his enemies;"
yea, and the enemies of God, "the evil and the unthankful. For he is "pure in heart. It hath cleansed him from
pride and haughtiness of spirit, whereof alone cometh contention. And he hath now "put on bowels of mercies,
kindness, humbleness of mind, meekness, longsuffering: For none can take from him what he desires; seeing
he "loves not the world, nor" any of "the things of the world;" being now "crucified to the world, and the
world crucified to him;" being dead to all that is in the world, both to "the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eye,
and the pride of life. Agreeable to this his one desire, is the one design of his life, namely, "not to do his own
will, but the will of Him that sent him. He has a single eye. And because "his eye is single, his whole body is
full of light. All that is in the soul is holiness to the Lord. There is not a motion in his heart, but is according to
his will. Every thought that arises points to Him, and is in obedience to the law of Christ. And the tree is
known by its fruits. For as he loves God, so he keeps his commandments; not only some, or most of them, but
all, from the least to the greatest. He is not content to "keep the whole law, and offend in one point;" but has,
in all points, "a conscience void of offence towards God and towards man. It is his glory so to do; it is his
daily crown of rejoicing, "to do the will of God on earth, as it is done in heaven;" knowing it is the highest
privilege of "the angels of God, of those that excel in strength, to fulfil his commandments, and hearken to the
voice of his word. All the commandments of God he accordingly keeps, and that with all his might. For his
obedience is in proportion to his love, the source from whence it flows. And therefore, loving God with all his
heart, he serves him with all his strength. He continually presents his soul and body a living sacrifice, holy,
acceptable to God; entirely and without reserve devoting himself, all he has, and all he is, to his glory. Once he
"yielded" them "unto sin" and the devil, "as instruments of unrighteousness;" but now, "being alive from the
dead, he yields" them all "as instruments of righteousness unto God. By consequence, whatsoever he doeth, it
is all to the glory of God. In all his employments of every kind, he not only aims at this, which is implied in
having a single eye, but actually attains it. His business and refreshments, as well as his prayers, all serve this
great end. Whether he sit in his house or walk by the way, whether he lie down or rise up, he is promoting, in
all he speaks or does, the one business of his life; whether he put on his apparel, or labour, or eat and drink, or
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divert himself from too wasting labour, it all tends to advance the glory of God, by peace and good-will
among men. His one invariable rule is this, "Whatsoever ye do, in word or deed, do it all in the name of the
Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God and the Father by him. Nor do the customs of the world at all hinder his
"running the race that is set before him. He cannot "adorn himself," on any pretence, "with gold or costly
apparel. He cannot "speak evil" of his neighbour, any more than he can lie either for God or man. He cannot
utter an unkind word of any one; for love keeps the door of his lips. He cannot speak "idle words;" "no corrupt
communication" ever "comes out of his mouth," as is all that "which is" not "good to the use of edifying," not
"fit to minister grace to the hearers. As he has time, he "does good unto all men;" unto neighbours and
strangers, friends and enemies: And that in every possible kind; not only to their bodies, by "feeding the
hungry, clothing the naked, visiting those that are sick or in prison;" but much more does he labour to do good
to their souls, as of the ability which God giveth; to awaken those that sleep in death; to bring those who are
awakened to the atoning blood, that, "being justified by faith, they may have peace with God;" and to provoke
those who have peace with God to abound more in love and in good works. And he is willing to "spend and be
spent herein," even "to be offered up on the sacrifice and service of their faith," so they may "all come unto the
measure of the stature of the fulness of Christ. These are the principles and practices of our sect; these are the
marks of a true Methodist. By these alone do those who are in derision so called, desire to be distinguished
from other men. If any man say, "Why, these are only the common fundamental principles of Christianity!
And whosoever is what I preach, let him be called what he will, for names change not the nature of things, he
is a Christian, not in name only, but in heart and in life. He is inwardly and outwardly conformed to the will of
God, as revealed in the written word. He thinks, speaks, and lives, according to the method laid down in the
revelation of Jesus Christ. His soul is renewed after the image of God, in righteousness and in all true holiness.
And having the mind that was in Christ, he so walks as Christ also walked. By these marks, by these fruits of a
living faith, do we labour to distinguish ourselves from the unbelieving world from all those whose minds or
lives are not according to the Gospel of Christ.
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2: Five Marks of a Methodist â€“ First United Methodist Church of El Dorado
Steve Harper is a retired United Methodist Elder in the Florida Annual Conference, and a retired seminary Professor
who taught for 32 years in the disciplines of Spiritual Formation and Wesley Studies.

Educated at Oxford, he was a prolific reader and was drawn to seek a practical holiness of heart and life. His
brother Charles had started a group at Oxford of those who sought a deeper spiritual life. This small group
developed guidelines for right living and a systematic schedule for study and devotion. This group came to be
called the "Holy Club" and its members were derisively called "methodists" because of their regimented
lifestyle. John Wesley became a part of this group and began a spiritual quest that would lead to a renewal
movement in England and the infant United States. He had encountered a group of Moravians on the trip and
was deeply influenced by their personal piety and life. The Moravians emphasized missionary outreach,
personal prayer and worship, and Bible study, as well as mutual accountability and confession of sins within
the group. These aspects were the very things to which Wesley had been drawn in his own religious
experiences. Even though Wesley was preaching in various places, he was still searching for a deeper
relationship with God. After his own personal spiritual re-awakening in at a Moravian meeting in Aldersgate,
he began to organize "bands" or "societies" for the purpose of training and nurturing people in the Faith. In he
broke with the Moravians and began to organize independent societies that would become the hallmark of
early Methodism see The General Rules of the Methodist Class Meetings. Wesley and his group were
vehemently attacked in sermons and in articles in tracts and newspapers. However, his teaching and preaching,
as well as his methodical approach to Christian discipleship, grew into a widespread renewal within the
Church of England, and eventually spread through other leaders, such as George Whitfield, to the Americas.
Wesley never himself left the Church of England and always considered the "methodist" movement to be a
renewal movement within the Church. However, because of continued opposition from church leaders and
partially due to the spread of the movement to America, Methodism emerged as a distinct religious tradition.
The Character of a Methodist was originally published in as an eight-page tract in response to some of the
criticisms leveled at Wesley and the emerging Wesleyan revival. This tract went through nineteen printings.
The version here is essentially the original edition adapted from The Works of John Wesley, Thomas Jackson
edition, The Character of a Methodist highlights several ideas important to Wesley. He adamantly states that
the idea of sanctification is not a doctrine of sinless perfection. In fact, Wesley insists that he himself has not
achieved what he understands to be the ideal Christian life. Wesley also emphasizes the distinction between
essential beliefs of the Christian Faith and mere opinions. He believed that Christians could be united by a few
essential doctrines and yet have differing opinions about a range of other less important things, such as mode
of baptism or style of worship. In The Character of a Methodist, Wesley insists that Methodists do not differ at
all from the essential doctrines of the Christian Faith. The majority of the article concerns the shape of the
Christian life. Using biblical language, Wesley emphasizes genuine personal piety and holiness of heart and
life worked out in actions in the world that became the hallmark of holiness theology in both Methodism and
the later American Holiness Movement. Twenty five years after The Character of a Methodist was published,
there were still those who were distorting what Wesley had said and taught. The letter I wrote though not
published till two or three weeks after was as follows: But I have other work upon my hands: I can employ the
short remainder of my life to better purpose. Five or six and thirty years ago, I much admired the character of a
perfect Christian drawn by Clemens Alexandrinus. Five or six and twenty years ago, a thought came into my
mind of drawing such a character myself, only in a more scriptural manner and mostly in the very words of
Scripture: Wesley, is one who is perfect, and sinneth not in thought, word, or deed. I tell you flatly, I have not
attained the character I draw. Will you pin it upon me in spite of my teeth? Wesley says, the other Methodists
have. What I say, after having given a scriptural account of a perfect Christian, is this: Wesley affirms the
Methodists that is, all Methodists to be perfectly holy and righteous. Not in the tract before us. In the front of
this I affirm just the contrary; and that I affirm it anywhere else is more than I know. Be pleased, Sir, to point
out the place: Since the name first came abroad into the world, many have been at a loss to know what a
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Methodist is; what are the principles and the practice of those who are commonly called by that name; and
what the distinguishing marks of this sect, "which is everywhere spoken against. And it being generally
believed, that I was able to give the clearest account of these things, as having been one of the first to whom
that name was given, and the person by whom the rest were supposed to be directed, I have been called upon,
in all manner of ways, and with the utmost earnestness, so to do. I yield at last to the continued importunity
both of friends and enemies; and do now give the clearest account I can, in the presence of the Lord and Judge
of heaven and earth, of the principles and practice whereby those who are called Methodists are distinguished
from other men. I say those who are called Methodists; for, let it be well observed, that this is not a name
which they take to themselves, but one fixed upon them by way of reproach, without their approbation or
consent. It was first given to three or four young men at Oxford, by a student of Christ Church; either in
allusion to the ancient sect of Physicians so called, from their teaching, that almost all diseases might be cured
by a specific method of diet and exercise, or from their observing a more regular method of study and
behaviour than was usual with those of their age and station. I should rejoice so little ambitious am I to be at
the head of any sect or party if the very name might never be mentioned more, but be buried in eternal
oblivion. But if that cannot be, at least let those who will use it, know the meaning of the word they use. Let us
not always be fighting in the dark. Come, and let us look one another in the face. And perhaps some of you
who hate what I am called, may love what I am by the grace of God; or rather, what "I follow after, if that I
may apprehend that for which also I am apprehended of Christ Jesus. The distinguishing marks of a Methodist
are not his opinions of any sort. His assenting to this or that scheme of religion, his embracing any particular
set of notions, his espousing the judgment of one man or of another, are all quite wide of the point.
Whosoever, therefore, imagines that a Methodist is a man of such or such an opinion, is grossly ignorant of the
whole affair; he mistakes the truth totally. We believe, indeed, that "all Scripture is given by the inspiration of
God;" and herein we are distinguished from Jews, Turks, and Infidels. We believe the written word of God to
be the only and sufficient rule both of Christian faith and practice; and herein we are fundamentally
distinguished from those of the Romish Church. We believe Christ to be the eternal, supreme God; and herein
we are distinguished from the Socinians and Arians. But as to all opinions which do not strike at the root of
Christianity, we think and let think. So that whatsoever they are, whether right or wrong, they are no
distinguishing marks of a Methodist. Neither are words or phrases of any sort. We do not place our religion, or
any part of it, in being attached to any peculiar mode of speaking, any quaint or uncommon set of expressions.
The most obvious, easy, common words, wherein our meaning can be conveyed, we prefer before others, both
on ordinary occasions, and when we speak of the things of God. We never, therefore, willingly or designedly,
deviate from the most usual way of speaking; unless when we express scripture truths in scripture words,
which, we presume, no Christian will condemn. Neither do we affect to use any particular expressions of
Scripture more frequently than others, unless they are such as are more frequently used by the inspired writers
themselves. So that it is as gross an error, to place the marks of a Methodist in his words, as in opinions of any
sort. Nor do we desire to be distinguished by actions, customs, or usages, of an indifferent nature. Our religion
does not lie in doing what God has not enjoined, or abstaining from what he hath not forbidden. It does not lie
in the form of our apparel, in the posture of our body, or the covering of our heads; nor yet in abstaining from
marriage, or from meats and drinks, which are all good if received with thanksgiving. Therefore, neither will
any man, who knows whereof he affirms, fix the mark of a Methodist here, -- in any actions or customs purely
indifferent, undetermined by the word of God. Nor, lastly, is he distinguished by laying the whole stress of
religion on any single part of it. By salvation he means holiness of heart and life. And this he affirms to spring
from true faith alone. Can even a nominal Christian deny it? Is this placing a part of religion for the whole?
Yea, we establish the law. No, not in all of them together; wherein we know by experience a man may labour
many years, and at the end have no religion at all, no more than he had at the beginning. Much less in any one
of these; or, it may be, in a scrap of one of them: Like her who fancies herself a virtuous woman, only because
she is not a prostitute; or him who dreams he is an honest man, merely because he does not rob or steal. May
the Lord God of my fathers preserve me from such a poor, starved religion as this! Who is a Methodist,
according to your own account? A Methodist is one who has "the love of God shed abroad in his heart by the
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Holy Ghost given unto him;" one who "loves the Lord his God with all his heart, and with all his soul, and
with all his mind, and with all his strength. God is the joy of his heart, and the desire of his soul; which is
constantly crying out, "Whom have I in heaven but thee? My God and my all! Thou art the strength of my
heart, and my portion for ever! He is therefore happy in God, yea, always happy, as having in him "a well of
water springing up into everlasting life," and overflowing his soul with peace and joy. And he who hath this
hope, thus "full of immortality, in everything giveth thanks;" as knowing that this whatsoever it is "is the will
of God in Christ Jesus concerning him. Everywhere and in all things he is instructed both to be full and to be
hungry, both to abound and suffer need. He is therefore "careful" anxiously or uneasily "for nothing;" as
having "cast all his care on Him that careth for him," and "in all things" resting on him, after "making his
request known to him with thanksgiving. For indeed he "prays without ceasing. Neither is he always on his
knees, although he often is, or on his face, before the Lord his God. Nor yet is he always crying aloud to God,
or calling upon him in words: For many times "the Spirit maketh intercession for him with groans that cannot
be uttered. But his heart is ever lifted up to God, at all times and in all places. In this he is never hindered,
much less interrupted, by any person or thing. In retirement or company, in leisure, business, or conversation,
his heart is ever with the Lord. Whether he lie down or rise up, God is in all his thoughts; he walks with God
continually, having the loving eye of his mind still fixed upon him, and everywhere "seeing Him that is
invisible. And while he thus always exercises his love to God, by praying without ceasing, rejoicing evermore,
and in everything giving thanks, this commandment is written in his heart, "That he who loveth God, love his
brother also. His heart is full of love to all mankind, to every child of "the Father of the spirits of all flesh. For
he "loves his enemies;" yea, and the enemies of God, "the evil and the unthankful.
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3: The Character of a Methodist
The Next Methodism will be rooted in Scripture. There was a reason John Wesley and his friends at Oxford were
derisively called "Bible moths" (among other things). They were rigorously committed to reading, internalizing, and living
out the words of Scripture.

Louis, Missouri, February , Despite widespread conjecture and one or two wild conspiracy theories, your
guess is as good as mine. The Wesleyan movement, however, is much larger than the UM Church. At its core
this movement is dynamic, revivalistic, and evangelistic, and in many places in the world Wesleyan and
Methodist communities are in the midst of revival. I believe we can have revival here, too. Yes, even in the
United States, we can have revival. Were this to happen, I believe it would involve the following four
characteristics. The Next Methodism will feed the hungry, physically and spiritually. Physically â€” One of
the great things about the Methodist movement is that we are socially concerned. This is a strength of our
tradition that, whatever happens next, we should continue. Right belief is important, but it is not enough. As
Wesley put it, one can be as orthodox as the devil, and just as much a stranger as he to the true religion of the
heart. Spiritually â€” People are spiritually hungry, too. Sometimes you hear people ask why revival tends to
happen among the poor, rather than the well off. They may not know it, but Jesus is the only one who can
satisfy them. The Next Methodism will be Spirit-filled. These gifts are described for us in Romans In fact, we
should expect them. For many Christians today, God is basically a construct. The idea of God as an agent,
though, simply does no heavy lifting. There is no sense of real expectation associated with prayer. The biblical
God, so intricately involved in the everyday lives of men and women, is not taken seriously. The loss of the
biblical God is a tremendous loss indeed. The Next Methodism will recover the idea of God as an agent, a
giver of gifts who is actively involved in our lives. I truly believe that the next generation will not be
converted by plausible words of wisdom, but by a demonstration of the Spirit and power. God is going to have
to show up, and I believe God will do this if we ask in faith. The Next Methodism will be rooted in Scripture.
They were rigorously committed to reading, internalizing, and living out the words of Scripture. The Bible is
the one reliable guide that we have to lead us into salvation. There are things we could derive about God just
by observing the world around us. For example, we might derive that God is creative and desires order. We
might reason from this that God is good. Through Scripture God reveals to us things we would never know
otherwise. Most importantly, Scripture tells us the story of salvation beginning with creation, continuing
through the children of Abraham, and brought to fulfillment in Jesus. Or, to paraphrase Bill Johnson, biblical
illiteracy in a generation seeking miracles will make us vulnerable to false signs and wonders. The Next
Methodism will be truly Wesleyan. Its basic premise is that the culture has turned against us as Christians. We
need to retreat and form tightly knit communities that will serve as arks in which we can ride out the flood of
neo-paganism in Western culture. This is the best hope we have of preserving a Christian identity in the midst
of a hostile world. In fact, he did the opposite. He preached in the fields and where anyone would listen. He
went into the places where he knew people were hostile to him. And in the midst of all this, he led a revival
that swept through England and eventually became a global movement. I want the Wesley Option: We will
have to get more serious about theology if we are to be truly Wesleyan. Too often United Methodists have
substituted pragmatism for theology. We will have to recover our doctrinal heritage. We will have to recover
elements of our liturgical heritage. We will have to double down on our sacramental life. Our theology of
sanctification holds that God is present and active amidst the gathered community of faith, and this is not
something we can conjure up on the cheap. It is about something much bigger, more powerful, and more
important. He is also a member of the Wesleyan Covenant Association Council. This article is an abbreviated
version of Dr. To read the full version of his article, click HERE.
4: Abingdon Press | Five Marks of a Methodist
The Next Methodism will be rooted in Scripture. There was a reason that John Wesley and his friends at Oxford were
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derisively called "Bible moths" (among other things). They were rigorously committed to reading, internalizing, and living
out the words of Scripture.

5: Five Marks of a Methodist: The Fruit of a Living Faith by Steve Harper
'Marks of Methodism' points back to John Wesley himself and to his efforts to define the movement. Such marks or
hallmarks prescribe a basis for Methodist identity, purpose, and unity. They also serve to differentiate Methodists from
other Christians, to sketch the boundaries of our movement, and to mark us off.

6: Five Marks of A Methodist | First United Methodist Church of North Liberty
Marks of Methodism points back to John Wesley himself and to his efforts to define the www.enganchecubano.com
marks or hallmarks prescribe a basis for Methodist identity, purpose, and www.enganchecubano.com also serve to
differentiate Methodists from other Christians, to sketch the boundaries of our movement, and to mark us
www.enganchecubano.com also invite attention to the.

7: Distinctive Wesleyan Emphases â€“ The United Methodist Church
MARKS OF METHODISM 20 conducted services four and He open-air. This was the secret of wonderful power as
twenty thousand them at language " their Through such resulted colliers listened blackened faces.

8: Four Marks of the Next Methodism â€“ Wesleyan Covenant Association
This concise and compelling summary helps every United Methodist learn and remember the five identifiers that John
Wesley set forth in The Character of a Methodist.A gem of a book, it answers in plain language, "How should United
Methodists live?".

9: Abingdon Press | United Methodism and American Culture Volume 5: Marks of Methodism
Ministry Mattersâ„¢ is a community of resources for church leaders. Whether your church has ten pews or a thousand
seats, a praise band or a pipe organ, one-room-Sunday school or a network of small groups, a huge staff or just you.
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